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Douggie
I start counting

Australia
97 Posts

Posted - 15/06/2008 :  11:41:29  

I thought that I would put up a web site for those that are not familiar with
The Echoes so you may then know where I'm coming from. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Echoes_1959_-_1971

Thanks. I will add some pictures when I know how!!

Douggie..........

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 15/06/2008 :  11:52:57    

Thanks Douggie! It's really good to be able to read a little of the
background history as I am a fairly new Dusty convert and still have much
to learn. It's also really good to have the input of someone who was part of
it all.

As for attaching pictures, it's reasonably simple.

1. Upload your photo somewhere online - your own webspace, PhotoBucket
or Flickr, for example.
2. Open the image online and right click, then copy the image address.
3. Use the 'reply' box at the top of the page, not the one at the bottom.
Create your message and when you want to add the image, click on the
button fourth from the right - looks like a small photo of a mountain.
4. Two sets of square brackets will appear, like this -  - you need to place
your cursor between the two sets then paste in the image address you
copied earlier.
5. Preview your message to make sure the image appears as you want it to,
then post.

Hope this helps.

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 15/06/2008 :  13:47:11  

An interesting read Douggie, looking forward to the photos

xx
Kathy

"The images unwind..."

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 15/06/2008 :  14:04:19    
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USA
5821 Posts

THANKS DOUGGIE FOR POSTING THIS 

MARY

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES! 
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 15/06/2008 :  19:05:26    

This is fantastic, Douggie, thank you.
I look forward to reading it in detail.

I will close the other thread you opened on the same topic, so we can
focus any discussion and questions here.

I'll put your pictures all around my wall
I'll build a tower of love that won't fall

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 15/06/2008 :  19:38:54  

Thank you for the link Douggie, I well remember Gary Boyle, Peter Wolf,
Ivan Chandler and of course yourself, you were so good looking way back
then, and really nice guys...you always treated us fans with respect and
kindness.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 16/06/2008 :  00:53:59  

thanks for the link, Douggie. What great memories you have to look back
upon.
I look forward to your photos.

Check out the "Who Can I Turn To" thread for any technical/How to
questions.
paula x

Edited by - paula on 16/06/2008 00:55:22

mockingbird
Little by little

123 Posts

Posted - 16/06/2008 :  15:26:30  

Great to see you on here Douggie - I reiterate Cas comments above. Being
one of the "original" fans (better than saying one of the oldies!) spending
time with Cas and Carole Gibson in those days, I have some lovely memories
of you and the other Echoes....also photos taken, which I treasure
alongside those of Dusty.
Moira x
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